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A B S T R A C T

In all models used for calculations of nuclear cross sections, the

reaction mechanisms are separated into one-step and multistep direct,

multistep compound, preequilibrium and compound equilibrium. However,

essential variances in estimates of the direct and preequilibrium process

contributions still exist. This paper presents a demonstration of the

connection of these variances with the influence of collective

excitations on the direct and compound processes.

In all models used for calculations of nuclear cross sections
the reaction mechanisms are separated on one- and multistep
direct, multistep compound preequilibrium and compound equilibrium
/1/. But essential variances in estimations of the direct and
preequilibrium processes contributions exist nowadays. We want to
demonstrate the connection of these variances with the influence
of collective excitations on the direct and compound processes.

Integral contribution of the direct processes

The results of calculations of integral cross sections for
all three types of processes mentioned above are shown in Pigs.
1-3. The dashed curves present the result of Feshbach-Kerman-
Koonin approach with the direct processes contribution estimated
empirically from the observed asymmetry of the angular
distribution of secondary particles /2/. The solid lines are the
results of more complex and consistent analysis, where the direct
processes cross sections are calculated in terms of the couple
channel and DWBA approaches /3/.

The direct transitions probabilities are determined by the
dynamic deformation parameters p^ of the multipole coherent
nuclear excitations /4/. For the nuclei under consideration there
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Flg.1. The contributions of different reaction mechanisms to the
Inelastic scattering cross sections as a function of Incident
neutron energy for the Fe-56 nucleus. The dashed lines represent
the results of FKK approach and solid lines are the calculations
taking Into account the collective effects.
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Fig.2. The same as flg.1 for Nb-93.
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Fig.3. The same as flg.1 for Bi-209.

is relatively detailed experimental information about these
parameters in the excitation energy region up to 7 MeV. These data
allows to calculate correctly the contribution of the direct
processes to the neutron scattering cross sections for incident
energy up to 14 MeV. As the incident particles energy increases
the pigmi and giant resonances of different multipolarity as well
as superposition of these resonances with low-laying states begin
to contribute to the direct transitions.

Large uncertainties exist nowday in the calculations of the
parameters p^ especially for multipolarities X > 4 /3/. These
uncertainties immediately transform into the ambiguities of the
calculated cross sections for direct transitions. Also there are
some problems concerning the calculations of multistep direct
transitions via quasideutron intermediate states /5/. Nevertheless
the general conclusion about the dominant role of collective
excitations in the description of the direct processes seems
doubtless proved /3, 5, 6/.
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Collective enhancement of the level density

The level density of excited nuclei is one of the main
characteristic in the statistical description of compound
processes. For its calculation the Fermi gas model most frequently
is used with the parameters obtained from fitting the observed
densities of neutron resonances and low-laying levels. But such a
model does not considers correctly the shell effects, pairing
correlations of the superconducting type and collective nuclear
excitations. These effects must be included in the consistent
analysis of experimental data. That can be done in frame of micro-
scopic approaches based on the generalized superfluid model /7/.

Fig. 4 shows the results of the level density calculations in
91different approaches for the Zr nucleus. The effective pairing

interaction is reliably qualified from the odd-even differences of

Zr-91
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Fig.4. Energy dependence of states density for the Zr-91 nucleus.
The histograms shows the microscopical combinatorial calculations
of quasiparticle's excitations (dashed lines) and with addition of
collective modes (solid lines), the dot-dashed line is the
phenomenological description, dark and bright circles are the
experimental data.
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nuclear masses, therefore the total density calculations of all
possible quasiparticles excitations do not contain fitting
parameters. Still, we can see, that the level density calculated
in this approach do not reproduce the experimental data. We should
use the vibration enhancement of the level density both for low
excitation energies and for region of neutron resonances. The
methods of the collective enhancement calculations considered in
Refs. /8, 9/. Only after inclusion of such enhancement we come to
agreement with the experimental data.

In the phenomenological approach developed in Refs. /7,10/ we
use the same relations of the superfluid nuclear model and nearly
the same coefficient of the level density vibration enhancement,
but the correlation functions and the level density parameters are
obtained by fitting the experimental data. As a rule these
parameters are noticeably distinguished from the parameters of the
Fermi-gas model, that describes the same data. Differences of the
phenomenological description and microscopic calculations are
relatively small if we use the same factors of the level density
enhancement.

In analysis of the description of collective effects in highly
excited nuclei It Is of more interest to compare the collective
enhancement factors than the total level densities. Fig. 5 shows
these factors calculated In different approaches /9/. All
microscopic calculations prove invalidity of the adiabatic
approximation for vibration modes in highly excited nuclei and the
necessity of dumping for the vibration enhancement factors as the
excitation energy increases. This is also indicated by
"experimental" data obtained from the ratio of the observed level
densities to the calculated ones In model without collective
effects.

Recently new experimental Information for the level density
was obtained from the neutron spectra analysis in the iron mass
region /11/. These data are shown in Fig. 6 together with the
phenomenological description of neutron resonance density and
low-laying levels. There are many similar examples of the neutron
spectra and excitation functions analysis /11/. These examples
demonstrate a good agreement between all sets of experimental data
and the generalised superfluid model predictions.
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Fig.5. Energy dependence or the vibration enhancement factors for
Fe-56 as a function of excitation energy. The dot-dashed lines are
the adlabatic estimation, the dashed line is the phenomenological
description /10/, the histogram is the combinatorial calculations
/9/, the symbols are the evaluations from experimental data.

Fig.6. Level density data for Mh-54 and Mh-56 obtained from (n,p)
and (n,a) spectrum analysis. The solid line shows the
phenomenological description.



Influence of collective effects on the state
densities with a fixed number of quasiparticles

If we want to achieve a consistent description of
preequilibrium and equilibrium processes, the calculations of
qusiparticle excitations in preequilibrium stage must be realised
in the same approach as the total level density description.
Within the framework of generalized superfluid model alongside
with the particle-hole excitations the particle-particle and
hole-hole excitations should be considered, as well as collective
excitations, which correspond to coherent superposition of the
interactive quasipartlcle excitations. Stated differently,
together with the diagrams in Fig. 7a usually considered in
preequilibrium models /1, 2/, the diagrams in Figs. 7b and 7c
should be taken into account.

a) bj c)

Fig.7. Diagrams for n ->• n+2 transitions in the superfluid model
(a,b) and with the collective excitation inclusion (c).

Fig. 8 demonstrates the differences of the 3- and 5- quasi
particles state densities connected with account particle-particle
and hole-hole excitations as well as collective modes. Inclusion
of collective effects results In n-quasiparticle excitation
threshold's decrease and a certain increase in their density for
low energy region. For higher energies the density of these
excitations does not differ significantly from the predictions of
the "pure" superfluid model /12,13/.

A more complicated problem Is consideration of mean
lifetimes of n-quasiparticles excitations. Using usual separation
of active and passive quasiparticles the density of accessible
states can be obtained on the basis of the relationship:

u
or 3n

1 (u)J* <3s w1 (8)w3(e)wn_2(u-6)
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Fig.8. Energy dependence of the state densities for 3 - and 5-quasiparticle excitations in Zr-91:
a) p -h excitation only (dashed lines) and all quasiparticle excitation (solid lines);
b) quasiparticle excitations only (solid lines) and collective modes included (dashed lines).



Collective effects should be included in the corresponding
calculations of the partial densities. On the other hand, for the
simplest configurations, n = 3 for example, the direct
combinatorial calculations of the densities corresponding to
diagrams Pig. 7 can be realized. Such calculations will
demonstrate the influence of the Pauli's principle limitations and
the discrete quasiparticle spectrum structure on the transition
state densities.

But in lifetime calculations the issue of separating the
density of accessible states and averaged matrix element remains
to be settled. After inclusion of collective excitations this
question became more important due to their higher values of
transition probabilities in comparing with quasiparticles
transitions. To answer on these questions we are going to make
calculations of the mean lifetimes for 3-quasiparticie excitations
with realistic residual Interaction. We think that only such

approach will able to solve consistently the existing problem of
the preequilibrium processes description.
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